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VLTI
Official news

The “Provisional Acceptance Chili” (PAC) of 
AMBER has been declared “closed” on May 20, 
2010 

Change of Instrument Scientist 2011-Jan-01

A. Merand -> JP Berger (A. Merand remains IS2)
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VLTI
Instrument description
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AMBER offers three beam 
combination at the VLTI

(J),H,K bands available

Observables: visibilities, 
closure phase (CP), 
differential vis, phases, CP

VLTI+AMBER offers 4x3 
possible telescope triplets in 
single night

AMBER User Manual VLT-MAN-ESO-15830-3522 5

redundant closure phase relations, an iterative algorithm allows to compute all phases step by
step. Then it is therefore possible to reconstruct the image if the (u, v) plane is well filled or
to constrain the models if only some closure phases are available.

This manual is limited to the measurement and calibration of single (or triplets)
(u, v) points and do not address the use these measurements to constrain astro-
physical models or the image reconstruction process.

2.4 AMBER characteristics

The main characteristics of AMBER are summarized in Table 1.

2.5 AMBER typical performances

These are typical performances in good conditions (seeing of 0.8” with the UTs, 0.6” with
the ATs, coherence time of 4ms or better), for targets at least 1 magnitude brighter than the
limiting magnitudes and with a standard number of frames taken. Better performances can
be obtained in better conditions or by stacking more frames (should be specifically asked), see
foot notes 1,2,3,4 for exceptions. “NG” means not guaranteed.

mode FINITO calibrated V diff. φ CP

low HK not used 10% NG 5o1

coherencing 5% NG 3o1

cophasing 7% NG 3o1

medium K coherencing 5% 2o 4o

cophasing 5% 1o 2o

medium H any mode3 5% 2o2 4o2

high K cophasing 5% 1o 2o

1 The closure phase error in low resolution is dominated by systematics, namelly a strong
dependency of the closure phase with the piston (fringes’ phase shift, or OPD shift). We
believe is is not possible to reach a better precision, even by stacking frames.

2 The medium H band phase products suffer from systematics not understood at the
moment.

3 Usually, the use of the fringe tracker biases the calibrated visibility. The main source
of bias when using the fringe tracker is when a jump of one fringe does not correspond
to a jump of one fringe in the science channel. FINITO operates in the H band, hence
AMBER H band data collected using FINITO in cophasing are much less biased than
medium K data.

Proposals requiring performances better than these should state how they are
going to be obtained (special calibration, large data set, etc).

Note that previous to P85, AMBER showed spurious fringing in HR-K, which was difficult to
calibrate and led to degraded performances in this mode. A solution has been implemented
to fix the problem: the performance of this mode are now similar to performances in MR-K.

  

! 3 Telescopes combiner, J, H and K simultaneous.

! 3 spectroscopic modes: Low, Medium and High

! Has been producing science for !2 yrs

! Complicated and delicate instrument (dichroic, single 
mode fibers, custom made optomechanics...)

! Weakness in conception: intrinsically unstable, difficult to 
maintain (even if instrumentation is doing an amazing job)



VLTI
Instrument description

H band medium resolution offered since 2009

No radical evolution in offered limiting magnitude since P84 
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VLTI
AMBER demand

Increased pressure on UTs because of 
limiting magnitude but vibrations limit 
severely sensitivity (recent very 
significant improvements on system 
engineering side cf S. Poupar)  

AMBER+FINITO OK with  ATs not so 
good on UTs. FINITO has hard time 
locking the fringes & AMBER 
instrumental contrast still outrageously 
low

“Faint” object science observation
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VLTI
AMBER demand

Increased pressure on UTs because of 
limiting magnitude but vibrations effect 
is to be assessed (recent very significant 
improvements on system engineering 
side cf S. Poupar)  

AMBER+FINITO in AT good on UTs 
not so good FINITO has hard time 
locking the fringes & AMBER 
instrumental contrast still outrageously 
low

Faint object science observation
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VLTI
Scientific achievements

Imaging with the VLTI has been the 
succesful focus of several teams (6 
papers to date)

YSOs, MIRA, BeSG 

High spectral resolution unique feature

Spectral resolution is AMBER strength 
but competition still active (KeckI K 
band ~2000) and frontal in some 
science cases (e.g YSOs)

AGN/T Tauris very often out of reach

Interest in J band  expressed by 
visitors
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Lebouquin et al. 2009 Renard et al. 2010

Kraus et al. 2011
Millour et al. 2010



VLTIPublications

Imaging with the VLTI has been the 
succesful focus of several teams (6 
papers to date)

YSOs, MIRA, BeSG 

Spectral resolution is AMBER 
strength but competition still active 
(KeckI K band ~2000) and frontal in 
some science cases (e.g YSOs)

AGN/T Tauris very often out of 
reach

Interest in J band  expressed by 
visitors
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VLTIStandard operation
Typical observation sequence: CAL-SCI-CAL now default

Offered: LR: 75 minutes + MR/HR: 90 minutes: a little bit conservative can be 
shorten by a significant factor (e.g 60 inLR, tbc)

AMBER+FINITO used “almost” smoothly

3T AT triplet can be choosen out of 4 positions (redundancy would avoid idle time)

AT acquisition (when no failure) is quite fast: e.g. down to 5 minutes if same 
brightness as previous source. UT is dominated by MACAO acquisition (sometimes 
~15 minutes)

AMBER acquisition of faint sources cumbersome (PlayStation-like)
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OPERATIONS: execution times

! Beacons: used to align AMBER on the optical axis of the VLTI
! Pupil check: should be done at beginning and when changing 
pointing direction.
! P2VM: AMBER software deals with that and forces the observer to 
do it when required
! Acquisition: <5 minutes on ATs, >10 minutes on UTs (MACAO)  
! Procedure: do everything sequentially, for all presets. One can 
operate twice as fast, with same quality of data (better actually...)  



VLTI
Data reduction and calibration

AMBER precision is still disappointing: 

slow integrations; 

extreme sensitivity to piston/vibrations.

SM mode not adapted for proper transfer 
function (TF) estimation

AMBER QC0 established by JB Lebouquin/A. 
Merand amdlib 2.0 (last contractual version), 

TF estimation from pipeline soon to be available 
(amdlib 2.0)

BUT: JMMC now provides amdlib 3.0+ with 
notable differences (low snr) -> how do we 
implement it
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CALIBRATION: monitoring the TF

! 1rst order: just monitor 
the DRS products

! Was not done for 
AMBER until a few 
months ago

! Done in all optical 
interferometers... 
including VLTI/VINCI

! Allows real time 
decisions (not possible 
with current pipeline)

simple tool developed by J.-B. Le Bouquin



VLTI
Time losses

2009-2011

Total losses 1408 mn

Software dominates but

... still too much 
hardware losses
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VLTITechnical operation
AMBER is tricky: beam misalignment is frequent and requires 
often tweaking

CAU unit not reliable (unstable + H/K discrepancy), P. 
Bourget has developed new robust low-cost concept but issues 
concerning K band coverage

Full realignment AMBER hot optics (P. Bourget/P. 
Haguenauer) in 2010: no apparent improvement in througput 
but things are healthier and reference axis well defined

DIU (prism/grism rotating support) is VERY flaky and the 
origin of technical losses due to AMBER. Workarounds but 
ideally would need cryostat opening and replacement

Detector cutoff issue on the verge to be understood (A. 
Ramirez, A. Merand)

Blank frames issues still pending (A. Ramirez)
16



VLTI
Ongoing-projects
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Transfer function monitoring from the pipeline 

FINITO data recording included in AMBER data

Coherencing



VLTIFinito+RMNREC
Problem: part of AMBER lack of 
precision is due to its extreme sensitivity 
to optical path jitter

Strong seeing dependance in the TF 
function estimation

Idea: FINITO, when it works, estimates 
the jitter much faster than AMBER: 
provides information suitable for visibility 
post processing

Implementation: A. Ramirez implemented 
RMNREC, A. Merand commissioned it. 
Now offered

However: still expert feature (LR ok 
notMR)

-> collaboration with JMMC ?
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2.1 – Operational implementation

RMNREC produces standard FITS bintable that can be added directly as an extension of
the AMBER data files. Though this is in principle possible, as of now (August 2010) these
feature is not fullt functional. Instead, we use a separate GUI (the RMNREC ICS) that is
triggered manually right before the AMBER data collection begins. In a near future, the
RMNREC data should be included in the AMBER FITS file.

There is however a serious issue: RMNREC and AMBER do not have millisecond level
synchronization, because AMBER is *NOT* on the RMN. The time synchronization has
to be done in postprocessing at a fraction of the AMBER DIT.

2.2 – DATA reduction approach

In order to postprocess the data, we need to obtain, for each AMBER frame, the reduced
squared visibilities, for each (3) baselines, for each spectral channel as well as the as-
sociated time stamp µ2

k(!, t). Conversely, we need to estimate for any time during the
RMNREC recording, the OPD jitter RMS for a given baseline k during DIT OPDrms:!,!+DIT.

We expect, from Eq. 2:

µ2
k(!, t) = V 2

object ! T 2
instrumental ! T 2

atmo. (5)

= V 2
object ! T 2

instrumentale
!

“

2!OPDrms:t,t+DIT

"

”2

(6)

Practically speaking, we did as follow:

• we extracted µ2
k(!, t) using amdlib. The data in the OI VIS2 tables are orga-

nized as bintable, with as many lines as wavelengths, and in wich each column
is µ2

12(!i, t1), µ2
23(!i, t1), µ2

31(!i, t1), ..., µ2
12(!i, tN), µ2

23(!i, tN )µ2
31(!i, tN) where 12, 23

and 31 are baselines between beams 1 and 2 (IP1-IP3), 2-3 (IP3-IP5) and 3-1 (IP5-
IP1) respectively.

• we extracted OPDrms:!,!+DIT for each baseline and each time sample " (every
500µs). This sounds an overkill, but it is required to sync AMBER and RMNREC;

• we synchronized AMBER and RMNREC by comparing, for a given spectral channel
(! " 2.3 µm in Low Resolution, for example) by comparing the observed visibility

and the expected multiplicative loss e
!

“

2!OPDrms:t,t+DIT

"

”2

.

• we applied the same to the state machine of the fringe tracker loop, namely instead
of realizing a sliding RMS, we applied a sliding “min” operator, because the higher
the state, the better the correction.



VLTIFinito+RMNREC
Problem: part of AMBER lack of 
precision is due to its extreme sensitivity 
to optical path jitter

Strong seeing dependance in the TF 
function estimation
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post processing
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Figure 1: Simple example of correlation between the visibility in individual frame and the phase
RMS computed from FINITO data. AMBER data is for a spectral channel in LR-K mode. The open
symbols represent when the fringe tracking loop opened during the frame. The left and center panels
are different AMBER DIT: 50ms on the left, 200ms on the center. The right panel is the same as the
center one, but with models from Eq. 7 with !1 = 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7 and !2 = 1.0.
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Figure 2: Correlation in time between the visibility in one AMBER channel (in blue, step like plot)
and the bias computed using the FINITO residual.
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symbols represent when the fringe tracking loop opened during the frame. The left and center panels
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Figure 4: Example of a star measurement in H band using AMBER. Upper left, transfer function
with FINITO running, without using RMNREC data, Upper right, fit of diameter of HD 219784
(continuous line) and expected visibility (dashed line). The lower panels present the same result
when RMNREC data are used. Note that the scale of the transfer function is much smaller than the
previous one.
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with FINITO running, without using RMNREC data, Upper right, fit of diameter of HD 219784
(continuous line) and expected visibility (dashed line). The lower panels present the same result
when RMNREC data are used. Note that the scale of the transfer function is much smaller than the
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K (2.07 ± 0.02mas) H (2.06 ± 0.02mas)
using RMNREC data 2.02 ± 0.01mas 2.08 ± 0.03mas
(!2) 4.5 7
no post-processing 1.81 ± 0.07mas 1.88 ± 0.15mas
(!2) 26 33

Table 1: angular diameter of HD 219784 (expected uniform disk diameter of 2.07 ± 0.02mas in K
band, calibrator from Bordé et al, 2002) as measured using HD 216761 and HD 218619, calibrators
from Mérand et al (2005) catalog. The transfer function was assumed linear with time.

• we take into account only points for wich the OPDrms is not too large (we can
adjust this parameter): the reason is that, for large RMS, the visibility loss becomes
uncorrelated from this RMS. Basically, we keep frames for which OPDrms < 0.5 µm

• for the fit, we use as weight which is the sum of the error (eV 2/V 2) and the in-
verse of the signal to noise (1/SNR). This is because in the data reduction from
amdlib 2.2, there are sometimes frame with low SNR but low error (?). this is
crucial to obtain good results!.

On 2010-08-03, We observed HD 219784 a calibrator from Bordé et al, (2002) with
and expected uniform disk diameter of 2.07 ± 0.02mas and 2.05 ± 0.02mas in H band.
We measured it visibility in low resolution mode at DIT=50ms using FINITO, as well as
HD 216761 and HD 218619, from Mérand et al (2005) catalog, as calibrators.

We reduced the data with and without the use of RMNREC postprocessing. The result
is stricking (see Tab. 1 and Fig. ??): with the help of RMNREC, the estimated diameters
(in H and K) for HD 219784 are relatively unbiased and far more accurate than the
diameters not using the postprocessing. It seems that K band postprocessing is more
difficult, and H band (as it is the same wavelength as FINITO) provide better results.

4 – Conclusion

The use of RMNREC clearly opens new perspectives for AMBER, in particular regarding
high precision in case of relatively bright (high SNR) targets, as we demonstrated. We do
not think we explored the whole potential of what RMNREC postprocessing offers and
are confident more will come from this novel approach.



VLTICoherencing
Motivation: Increase AMBER 
sensitivity, decrease operator 
intervention (click ! & bias)

Idea: Use AMBER to maintain fringes 
within coherence length

Implementation: prototype script by JB 
Lebouquin

Demonstration: technical time

Sequences of coherencing (on/off)

Calibration proposal by Millour et al.  
based on different estimator

23

30 E. Tatulli et al.: Interferometric data reduction with AMBER/VLTI. Principle, estimators, and illustration
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Fig. 1. Left panel: Sketch of the AMBER instrument. The light enters the instrument from the left and is propagating from left to right until the
raw data are recorded on the detector. Further details are given in the text. Right panel: AMBER reconstituted image from the raw data recorded
during the 3-telescope observation of the calibrator HD135382 in February 2005, in the medium spectral resolution mode. DK corresponds to a
dark region, Pk are the vertically dispersed spectra obtained from each telescope, and IF is the spectrally dispersed interferogram.

Surprisingly, the e!ect of single-mode waveguides on the in-
terferometric signal has only been studied recently from a the-
oretical point of view. Ruilier et al. (1997) used numerical sim-
ulations in the presence of partial correction by adaptive optics
to show that spatial filtering provided a gain on the visibility
signal to noise ratio. However his study was limited to the case
of a point source. The case of sources with a given spatial extent
was first theoretically addressed by Dyer & Christensen (1999)
from a geometrical point of view. They proved that the visibility
obtained from single-mode interferometry was biased, the ob-
ject being multiplied by the antenna lobe (the point spread func-
tion of one single telescope) exactly as it happens in radio in-
terferometry (Guilloteau 2001). An equivalent geometrical bias
was also characterized for the closure phase (Longueteau et al.
2002). Then Guyon (2002) noticed in his simulations that took
the presence of atmospheric turbulence into account, that inter-
ferometric observations of extended objects (resolved by one
single telescope) could not be completely corrected for atmo-
spheric perturbations, therefore lowering the performances of
single-mode interferometry. Finally, by thoroughly describing
the propagation of the electric field through single-mode waveg-
uides in the general case of partial correction by adaptive optics
and for a source with a given spatial extent, Mège et al. (2003)
unified previous studies and introduces the concept of modal
visibility, which in the general case does not equal the source
visibility Vo and exhibits a jointly geometrical and atmospheric
bias. Nevertheless they also show that for compact sources, i.e.
smaller than one Airy disk, the mutual coherence factor µ could
be written in the form of a simple product µ = TiTaVo where Ti
and Ta are, respectively, the instrumental and the atmospheric
transfer functions that can be calibrated. Recently, Tatulli et al.
(2004) deduced from an analytical approach that in the specific
case of compact objects, the benefit of single-mode waveguides
is substantial, not only in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio of the
visibility but also of the robustness of the estimator.

Hence, following the path opened by the FLUOR experi-
ment, the AMBER instrument – the three-beam combiner of
the VLTI (Petrov et al. 2007) – makes use of the filtering prop-
erties of single-mode fibers. However, in contrast to FLUOR,
PTI (Colavita 1999a) or VINCI on the VLTI (Kervella et al.
2003), where the fringes are coded temporally with a movable
piezzo-electric mirror, the interference pattern is scanned spa-
tially thanks to separated output pupils, the separation fixing
the spatial coding frequency of the fringes, as in the case of
the GI2T interferometer (Mourard et al. 2000). Thus, if data

reduction methods have already been proposed for single-mode
interferometers using temporal coding (Colavita 1999b; Kervella
et al. 2004), this paper is the first to present a signal-processing
algorithm dedicated to single-mode interferometry with spatial
beam recombination. Moreover, in the case of AMBER, the con-
figuration of the output pupils, i.e. the spatial coding frequency,
imposes a partial overlap of the in the three telescopes case
interferometric peaks in the Fourier plane. As a consequence,
data reduction based on the classical estimators in the Fourier
plane (Roddier & Lena 1984; Mourard et al. 1994) cannot be
performed. The AMBER data reduction procedure is based on
a direct analysis in the detector plane, a principle that is an
optimization of the “ABCD” estimator as derived in Colavita
(1999b). The specificity of the AMBER coding and its sub-
sequent estimation of the observables arises from the desire
to characterize and to make use of the linear relationship be-
tween the pixels (i.e. the interferograms on the detector) and the
observables (i.e. the complex visibilities). In other words, the
AMBER data reduction algorithm is based on modelling the in-
terferogram in the detector plane.

In Sect. 2, we present the AMBER experiment from a signal-
processing point of view and we introduce the interferometric
equation governing this instrument. We develop the specific data
reduction processes of AMBER in Sect. 3, and then derive the
estimators of the interferometric observables. Successive steps
in the data reduction method are given in Sect. 4, as performed
by the software provided to the community. Finally, the data-
reduction algorithm is validated in Sect. 5 through several “on-
sky” observations with the VLTI (commissioning and science
demonstration time (SDT)). Present and future performances of
this instrument are discussed.

2. Presentation of the instrument

2.1. Image formation

The process of image formation of AMBER is sketched in Fig. 1
(left) from a signal-processing point of view. It consists of three
major steps. First, the beams from the three telescopes are fil-
tered by single-mode fibers to convert phase fluctuations of the
corrugated wavefronts into intensity fluctuations that are moni-
tored. The fraction of light entering the fiber is called the cou-
pling coe"cient (Shaklan & Roddier 1988) and it depends on
the Strehl ratio (Coudé du Foresto et al. 2000). At this point, a
pair of conjugated cylindrical mirrors compresses, by a factor

Filter V^2 σV^2 σCP

Coherenc
J 0.025 75% 4.5

Coherenc
ing OFF H 0.063 42% 4.2ing OFF

K 0.15 30% 7.7

Coherenc
J 0.04 35% 2.0

Coherenc
ing ON H 0.09 27% 2.2ing ON

K 0.19 22% 0.8



VLTIAssessments/future 
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VLTISpectral calibration
There is a recurrent complaint that 
AMBER wavelength calibration 
tables are not valid. User have their 
own recipes to deal with
Low Resolution: autocollimation test 
(FTS) shows not that bad (few %)
Medium/High Resolution:

➡Demonstration by A. Merand and 
M. Wittkowski that using 
standard templates one can 
calibrate & remove telluric  
AMBER data

Question: how is this implemented 
back for the benefit of users ?
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VLTISpectral calibration
There is a recurrent complaint that 
AMBER wawelength calibration 
tables are not valid. User have their 
own recipes
Low Resolution: autocollimation 
test (FTS) shows not that bad
Medium/High Resolution:

➡Demonstration by A. Merand 
and M. Wittkowski that using 
standard templates one can 
calibrate (remove telluric)  
AMBER data

Question: how is this implemented 
back for the benefit of users ?
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Figure 7: HR-K spectra, for the 2 most popular AMBER setup: around the brackett gamma line (up)
and around the CO lines (down). For these fit we used the hight resolution absorbtion atmosphere
spectra from Alain Smette.



VLTIAMBER sensitivity

AMBER has an “intrinsic” poor 
transmission

Uses polarizer to improve 
instrumental contrast (50 % flux lost)

Little is known on detector readout 
scheme, is it optimum ?

Evidence for important losses in H/
wr to K band (Wittkowski, Merand)

No such evidence from internal 
measurements (Berger)

Anomaly in the injection process ? 
(role of ADC, fiber coupling ?)
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Figure 1: Transmission loss as a function of wavelength, plotted for different observation files in low
resolution mode. The data set is very heterogenous: UTs, ATs, with and without FINITO, different
atmospheric conditions etc. The comparison it the transmission measured in Grenoble in 2003. The
lower panel shows the atmospheric transmission (gray) as well as the combined transmissions of the
dichroics of AMBER: T 2

K
T 2

H
for J band, T 2

K
R2

H
for H and R2

K
for K band. Note the misplaced cutoff

wavelength for the shortest wavelength of H band and it visible effect on the transmission of H.



VLTIAMBER & UT vibrations

FINITO+AMBER+RMNREC provide unique tools to sense the effect 
of vibrations (A. Merand)

Strong SNR attenuation because of vibration => optimum DITs 
recommended
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VLTIBCD
Motivation: BCD subsystem provides 
means to calibrate instrumental 
closure phase

Idea: BCD swaps two beams which 
supposedly cancels

Commissioning: commissioning 
report sent by R. Petrov et al. in 
2010 concludes to an improvement in 
LR CP accuracy

Technical time:  BCD not ready for 
routine operation need additional 
testing (coll. Petrov+Vannier) + 
software work

Collaboration with Nice on OPC 
selected program (april, may 2011) 
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VLTIPossible hardware related 
improvements

CAU source replacement;

Internal calibration lamp (low resolution)

Polarizer removal + polarization control 
(succesfully tested in PIONIER)

Fiber throughput assessment -> replacement

ADC assessment
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VLTI

CONCLUSION
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VLTI

Knowledge of AMBER has considerably improved

Several ongoing projects should result in

improved sensitivity (not fully dependent on AMBER)

improved precision

Ideas to gain 1-2 (LR) magnitudes are credible

Opening new modes (J, BCD) requires additional work: 
strongly dependent on available manpower 

Keeping a good connection with JMMC (amdlib) is essential

Software and hardware manpower will be key to progresses

Don’t hesitate to contact the team for further information
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